QD bushing sizes JA through N can be assembled in either of the two positions shown below. Sizes P through S should be assembled in position one. **Position One** is the conventional or standard mounting. **Position Two** (Reverse Mounting) may be necessary in some cases, such as mounting small sheaves with blind holes (not drilled through).

---

**Position One** is the conventional or standard mounting. **Position Two** (Reverse Mounting) may be necessary in some cases, such as mounting small sheaves with blind holes (not drilled through).

---

*For Normal Applications. For Severe (Rock-crusher type) applications these values can be increased by a maximum of 50% Caution: Excessive cap-screw torque can cause sheave and/or bushing breakage. The use of lubricants can cause sheave breakage. Therefore, **DO NOT USE LUBRICANTS IN THIS INSTALLATION!**

**INSTALLATION:**

1. Make sure the tapered-cone surface of the bushing and the mating bore of the sheave are free of all foreign substances, such as dirt, excess paint accumulations, metal chips, lubricants, etc.
2. For position one or two (whichever applies), line up the unthreaded holes (C) with the threaded holes (t) and insert cap screws with lock washers engaging only two or three threads. (*a)
3. With key in shaft keyway, slide the loosely-assembled unit onto shaft and position for good belt alignment. (*b, *c) **Use no lubricants or anti-seize compound on threads or tapered surfaces.**
4. Carefully tighten the capscrews alternately and progressively until the tapers are seated (at approximately half the recommended torque).
5. Check alignment and sheave runout (wobble) and correct as necessary.
6. Continue careful alternate and progressive tightening of the cap screws to the recommended torque values shown in the table. **Maximum torque should be achieved on each individual bolt only two times in the consecutive tightening.**

**Note:** When properly mounted, there will be a gap between the bushing flange and sheave after the screws are tightened. **Caution: Use of Lubricants and or excessive screw torque can cause breakage**

7. Tighten the set screw, when available, to hold the key securely during installation and until cap screws are securely tightened.

**REMOVAL**

1. Loosen and remove all mounting cap screws.
2. Insert cap screws in all threaded jack screw holes (J).
3. Start with the screws furthest from the bushing saw slot and tighten all jack screws alternately and progressively. Keep turning the screws in small equal amounts until the tapered surfaces disengage.

(*a) When mounting a sheave on M through W size bushing, position the threaded jack-apart hole (J) as far from the bushing saw as possible to reduce the possibility of bushing breakage.

(*b) When installing large or heavy parts in **Position One**, it may be easier to mount the key and bushing on the shaft first. Then place the sheave on the bushing and align the holes.

(*c) **Caution:** When mounting on a vertical shaft, provisions must be made, which will positively prevent the sheave and/or bushing from dropping during installation.